Practice 11-20-15
1) Trigger Drill: King of the Hill (2/2)
2) Neutral Zone One Touch (5/7)
– Half the players, each with a puck, line up stationary just outside the neutral
zone blue lines as diagrammed. Half the players skate randomly through the
NZ positioning their body & making eye contact with a passer to receive a
pass & one touch back to same player before continuing the drill by
positioning themselves with a new player to receive pass & one touch back.

3) Shuttle Passing/Goaltender Warm-Up (10/17)
a) Fore-Hand - Skate to red line with puck, fore-hand pass to first player in
the opposite line who receives puck and continues drill.
b) Back-Hand - Same as above with back-hand pass
c) One Touch - Skate to red line with puck, fore-hand pass to first player in
the opposite line who one touches back, original player one touches back &
goes to the end of the line…continuous.

d) Opposite Corner

4) Double Loop with Shot (12/29)
Various moves with shot.

5) Over-Speed Agility Skating with Partners (11/40)
5.1) Forward/Backward Mirror Skating – Player with the puck starts
forward at the bottom of the circle, player without the puck starts backward
from the dot. On the whistle the player with the puck skates forward down the
ice doing 2-3 cross-overs in each direction while the player without the puck
skates backward mirroring his pattern & trying to keep the player with the
puck in front of him. At the far blue-line, the puck-carrier passes to the coach
& cuts hard to the net for a return pass & quick shot (one or two touch shot)
Players switch from puck-carrier to backward defender after each rep.

8 Reps Total

6) 1v1 with Back-Pressure (10/50)
Drill is performed simultaneously out of diagonal corners with pucks in both
corners and in the middle of the ice. F1 starts with a puck at the top of the
circle, F2 starts at the bottom of the circle, D1 starts inside the blue-line no
more than 2 stick lengths away from puck carrier. Drill begins and ends on
the whistle. When drill ends, players from both ends pick up a loose puck in
the NZ and puck-handle around the tires until the whistle ending the next
repetition, then return to lines in the corners of the rink.

Practice 11-20-15
7) 2v1 with Back-Pressure (10/60)
Drill is performed simultaneously out of diagonal blue-lines with extra
players on the bench. F’s start with a puck on the blue line, defensive
forward (DF) starts at the top of the circle, D1 starts inside the red line no
more than 2 stick lengths away from puck carrier. Drill begins and ends on
the whistle. Once the current repetition enters the offensive zone, new
players enter ice surface in the NZ & line up for the next rep.

8) 3v2 Middle Lane Drive with D Join (10/70)
On the whistle, D3 & D4 come off the bench & gap up to defend the 3v2,
while D1, D2, F1, F2, F3 come off bench to breakout. Offensive team
executes 3v2 rush with emphasis on double drive (middle lane drive & dot
wide attack) with either D1 or D2 joining the attack late. Options for puck
carrier include shot, shot off pads, direct pass to teammate driving the net,
pass to teammate dot wide or creating time to find the late attacking
defenseman. When play is over (whistle) D3 & D4 breakout new group of
forwards off the bench against new defensemen (off the bench)
Play is continuous and defense rotation is defend, join, rotate out.

9) 3v2 Continuous (10/80)
On whistle, FX1 with puck, FX2 & FX3 attack DO1 & DO2
-FO1, FO2 & FO3 come off the bench, back-pressure & funnel into DZC
with DO1 &DO2
-DX1 & DX2 come off bench to play next attack
-O’s defend to breakout & attack new XD with either DO1 or DO2 joining
the attack (FO’s & 1OD are done once puck passes top of the circle)
-When puck goes across the blue line, three new FX’s come off the bench
& back-pressure with funnel into DZC
-The D that joins, reads the play and is done when initial rush &
reasonable play is over
-Continuous
Focus: 3v2 Attack & D Join/Defend, DZC, BO & Attack with Speed

